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La Bourse 

"Second Hand Books & Records"

At La Bourse you will be able to buy, sell and trade your CDs and books at

bargain prices. The books and CDs are categorized by themes. Spend

some time in the various sections to find the rare editions or old vinyl and

discs of your dreams. They also have dedicated comics, videotaped and

DVD concerts or video-clips.

 +33 4 7827 2700  www.librairielabourse.com

/

 info@librairielabourse.com  8 rue Lanterne, Lyon

 by Ryan Wallace on Unsplash

   

Lili sur les Paves 

"For Mamas and Babies"

Lili sur les Paves is a lovely boutique in Lyon's Bellecour neighborhood.

Step in to the bright store and discover the well-curated collection of

gently-worn children's garments and maternity wear, toys, gifts, and shoes

here. For babies and their mamas, this store has everything you could

need to outfit a nursery at a reasonable price. Labels found in store

include Agathe et ses Princes, Babymoov, Beaba, Le Petit Quoi, and

Combelle. For secondhand items of first-rate quality, Lili sur les Paves is a

great choice.

 +33 9 5368 2697  www.lilisurlespaves.com/i

ndex.php

 contact@lilisurlespaves.co

m

 40 Rue Sala, Bellecour, Lyon

 by coachmetpassie   

Mistigriff 

"Designer Seconds"

At Mistigriff, you can buy woman's apparel and accessories for a very

small price. They sell old stocks, flawed and non-sold pieces of clothes

from previous collections. Spare some time searching for the right piece

that suits you, you might get lucky and find a Couture piece from famous

labels.

 + 33 (0)4 7862 6217  www.mistigriff.fr/magasins  140 Avenue du Maréchal de Saxe, Lyon
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